Current Management of Neuroblastoma.
Neuroblastoma is one of the more common pediatric cancers. Although there have undoubtedly been major advances in therapy over recent decades, there is still room for significant improvements in outcome to be made. Neuroblastoma is a disease with a variable outlook, encompassing a spectrum-from patients with disease which may undergo spontaneous regression, through those who may be cured with limited treatment, to others whose disease is refractory even to the most aggressive management strategies. Great progress has been made toward understanding the basic biology of the disease, which allows reliable allocation of individual patients to good, intermediate, or poor prognostic groups and aids selection of appropriate therapeutic approaches. Unfortunately, attempts to improve the outcome of patients with adverse prognostic factors have been less effective. This paper reviews the clinical and biological features of neuroblastoma which determine outcome, and outlines current management policies. Some experimental approaches involving translational research which seek to exploit the unique biology of neuroblastoma are discussed. Although currently unproven, such new treatments are undergoing clinical evaluation and may yet offer new hope for patients with this enigmatic disease.